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Air for Band by Frank Erickson
Composer Biography
Frank William Erickson (b. 1932-d. 1996). He began studying piano at the age of eight,
trumpet at the age of ten, and wrote his first band composition when he was in high school.
Before entering college he studied privately with Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco. He received his
Bachelors in Music in 1950 and Masters in Music in 1951, both from the University of Southern
California. While in college he studied under Halsey Stevens and Clarence Sawhill. Erickson
was a composer, conductor, arranger, and author of books on band method. He was editor of
several music publishers and has more than 250 compositions and arrangements for Band.
Over 150 of his compositions have been published including: Ba/ladair, Citadel March, Fantasy
of Band, First Symphony for Band, and Second Symphony for Band. 1

Composition Overview
Air for Band is a modified song form MBACB, where the sections acts as a
development, and the second 8 section moves into a new key to serves as the coda. It begins
softly and in a minor key, but by gradually adding instruments it increases the dynamics and
range of the piece. The climax of the pieces arrives at the modulation to a major key and
another crescendo lead you to a maestoso ending.
Historical Perspective
The piece was original composed in 1956 and later revised in 1966 to accommodate
the standardization of band instrumentation. Erickson wanted to creat a piece for band
literature that young students could successfully perform, but also had educational value.

Technical Considerations
While Air for Band is not technically difficult, it gives performers the opportunity to
develop their intonation, ability to play a sustained line, and listen for moving parts throughout
the piece. Each melodic line must have a direction, either going to the end of the phrase or
taking the phrase over from a different section of the ensemble. The piece begins in C minor
and later modulates to C Major. Accidentals used in the piece are part of the melodic or
harmonic alterations from the minor key.

Stylistic Considerations
Erickson provides several opportunities for tuning of chords in major and minor keys.
With the tempo being slow (quarter note 68-72), this gives the conductor the opportunity to
discuss the use of proper air flow and how air flow can effects softer dynamics, crescendos,
and decrescendos.

F. "Air for Band-(Erickson)"
https:/lwww.windrep.org/Air for Band_(Erickson)
1Erickson

Musical Elements
With the tonality being in C minor and C Major, the conductor can discuss harmony and
the use of seventh chords a major cadence points and these chord changes affect the tonality
of the piece. Attention can also be given to the balance between the melodic moving line and
the harmonic accompaniment.
The use of proper air flow plays is a critical component in performing this piece. Air flow
is need for the proper tuning of the chords, the use of dynamics, and crescendo' s and
decrescendo's. The below are examples of different measure from the piece exploring the
different major and minor tonalities from the piece.

Examples in Minor Tonality: ( Measures 1, 16, 42 & 43)

Air For Band Examples In Minor Tonality
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Examples of Major Tonality: (Measures 44, 45, 46 & 53)

Air For Band: 1\1-ajor Tonality
.
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Form and Structure

1-8. (Beginning to Letter A)
A section

Cminor

· 1st Clarinets have melody, 2nd
. Clarinet, Alto Sax, Horns have
hannony, Low Brass/Reeds have
hannonic accompaniment

9-16. ( Letter A to B).
A section

Cminor

Flutes, Oboe, 1st Alto Sax, 1st
Trumpet have melody, Others
have harmonic accompaniment

17-27.(Letter B to C).
B section

· Cminor

Clarinets have melody, later
Flutes and 1st Trumpet are
added. Alto Sax, Horn,
Trombone have counter melody.

28-35. (Letter C to D).
A1 section

Cminor

Clarinets start with melody,
Flutes, Oboe, Alto Sax, and Horn
join later with the melody. Low
Reeds and Brass have harmonic
accompaniment.

36-43. (Letter D to E).
81 section

Cminor

2nd Clarinets & 1st Trumpet
have melody, Flute, Oboe, Alto
Sax echoes.

44-50 (Letter E).
A2 section

CMajor

Flute, 1st Clarinet, have melody.
Trumpets, Horns have counter
melody, Low Reeds/Brass have
hannonic accompaniment.

51-53 Coda

C Major

Tenor Sax, 2nd Hom,
Trombones, Baritone have
melody, Flutes & Clarinet trill,
Alto Sax, Low Clarinets, Bari
Sax, Tuba have harmonic
accompaniment.

Suggested Listening

Grainger, Percy Irish Tune from County Derry; North Texas Wind Symphony; Composers
Collection: Percy Aldridge Grainger; GIA Windworks
Daehn, Larry: With Quiet Courage; Massachusetts Wind Orchestra; Chilling Winds
Erickson, Frank: Balladair; Rutgers Wind Ensemble; Distinguished Music for Developing Band,
Vol. 8
Additional References and Resources

Blocher, Larry;Ray Cramer, Eugene Corporon, Tim Lautzenheiser, Edward S. Lisk, Richard
Miles Teaching Music Through Performance in Band, vol 1. 1997 GIA Publications, Chicago,
Illinois.
Erickson F. (1966), Air for Band { Concert Band}; 1595 Bourne Co. New York N.Y.
Erickson F. "Air for Band-(Erickson)"
https://www.windrep.org/Air for Band (Erickson)

Amazing Grace by Frank Ticheli
Composer Biography
Ticheli (b. 1958) joined the faculty of the University of Southern California's Thornton
School of Music in 1991, where he is Professor of Composition. From 1991 to 1998, Ticheli
was Composer in Residence of the Pacific Symphony. He received is degrees from the
following University's; Bachelor of Music, Southern Methodist University, 1981; Master of
Music, The University of Michigan, 1983; Doctor of Musical Arts, The University of Michigan,
1987. He has studied with the following conductors such as; Leslie Bassett, William Bolcom,
William Albright, George B. Wilson, and Donald Erb. Ticheli has received numerous Honors,
Awards and Competition. He has been the featured Composer/Conductor at several national
and international festivals. 1
Composition Overview
This piece was commissioned by John Whitwell in deduction to his mother Annie Lee
Whitwell and in memory of his father, John Harvey Whitwell
Historical Perspective
Ticheli's arrangement of Amazing Grace is based off the spiritual with the same name.
Ticheli states: "Amazing Grace" was written by John Newton (1725-1807), a slave ship captain
who, after years of transporting slaves across the Atlantic Ocean to the New World, suddenly
saw through divine grace the evilness of his acts. First published in 1835 by William Walker in
The Southern Harmony, "Amazing Grace" has since grown to become one of the most beloved
of all American spirituals. 2
Technical Considerations
The rhythms in the piece are not demanding, but the ability to be able to play the E-flat
to D-flat to A-flat to B-flat scales is required. The texture of the piece is polyphonic, Ticheli's
orchestration intertwines the contrapuntal lines around the hymn-melody. This pieces has
many exposed sections throughout, demanding confident players in your ensemble.
Stylistic Considerations
This piece will require the players to be very expressive in their playing, produce a very
good tone quality, and played as legato as possible. Because of the way the piece is
orchestrated the ensemble will need to be well balanced so the inner parts can be heard. The
ensemble needs to follow the dynamic markings so they can pace themselves to the climax of
the final statement. The first statement is orchestrated for a small woodwind chamber group,
and the second statement is tutti with the whole ensemble play the melodic or harmonic lines.
The entrances of each part must be heard, and the many lines of texture should be carefully
balanced. While the countermelody in the final statement should be heard in the foreground, a
careful balance should be reached between that voice and the primary melody. Begging in
measure 43 (the development), Ticheli orchestrates a hemiola affect by placing the strong
beats on count 2 instead of count 1 of each measure.

1Ticheli,

Frank "Biography"
https://music.usc.edu/frank-ticheli/
2Ticheli F. (1994), Amazing Grace { Concert Band}; 1595 East 46th Street, Brooklyn N.Y.
Manhattan Beach Music

Musical Elements
The form is ABA, with an introduction and a coda. The melody played by the alto
saxophone, should always be heard over the accompanying harmony. From measures 9
through 24 all parts are indicated as "one only' for more of a chamber like sound. In measure
42 the breath mark should not be interpreted as a music pause, but as a slight separation of
the phrase. Ticheli uses tempo changes and ritardandos to push and pull the melodic and
harmonic lines throughout the piece. In measures 89-90, the crescendo and ritardando may be
interpreted very dramatically, and the climax in measure 91 should be performed with full force
by the ensemble. The quarter-note triplets need to be present at measure 92, and the horns
need to be heard in measure 93.

Form and Structure

9-24; First Statement

Eb Major

1st Statement of Amazing
. Grace, melody in Alto Sax

25-38; Second Statement

Eb Major

2nd Statement of Amazing
Grace, (tutti)

39-46; Episode

Modulation

Transition into the development

47-69; Development

Bb, Db,F

Development of the theme with
the motive in a perfect 4th.

70-82; Transition

Bb pedal

Transition over the pedal

83-98; Final Statement

Eb Major

Climax of the theme

99-106; Coda

Eb Major

Piece ends with Alto Sax solo,
the rest of the ensemble is ppp.

Suggested Listening
Ticheli, Frank; An American Elegy, North Texas Wind Symphony, GIA Windworks
Ticheli, Frank: Cajun Folk Songs, North Texas Wind Symphony, GIA Windworks
Ticheli, Frank; Shenandoah,North Texas Wind Symphony, GIA Windworks.
Ticheli, Frank; Blue Shades, North Texas Wind Symphony, GIA Windworks

Additional References and Resources
Blocher, Larry;Ray Cramer, Eugene Corporon, Tim Lautzenheiser, Edward S. Lisk, Richard
Miles Teaching Music Through Performance in Band, vol 1. 1997 GIA Publications, Chicago,
Illinois.
Ticheli, Frank "Biography"
https://music .use .edu/frank-ticheli/
Ticheli, Frank/Biography
https:/!www.naxos.com/person/Frank Ticheli/39133.htm
Ticheli F. (1994}, Amazing Grace { Concert Band}; 1595 East 46th Street, Brooklyn N.Y.
Manhattan Beach Music

A Quiet Rain by Walter Cummings
Composer Biography
Cummings has taught instrumental music at the college, high school, and middle
school levels in Mississippi, New Hampshire, and Colorado, and is the owner of Grand Mesa
Music. He holds a Bachelor of Science in Music Education and a Masters of Music in
Conducting from the University of Southern Mississippi. He earned his Masters in Music
Education from the University of Colorado, and his Doctor of Arts in Conducting from the
University of Northern Colorado. He has won composition prizes from the Colorado Music
Educators Association Band Composition Contest, as well as ten ASCAP Awards for
excellence in serious music composition. 1
Composition Overview
No program notes are available in the score, but the publisher's website states that the
work is intended for young band (Grade 1 +). A Quiet Rain gives its performers the opportunity
to perform lyrical melodies and open harmonies. The piece is in an A-B-A form and includes
several tonality changes that are not typically found in younger band literature. With the use of
creative arranging, this piece offers young percussionists the opportunity to perform
percussion parts that are just more than accompaniment rhythms. It allows these performers a
chance to be a part of the melody making process with the rest of the ensemble.
Historical Perspective
Stated by John C. Carmichael in his analysis of A Quiet Rain in Teaching Through
Performance Book Beginning Band: "The composer has written a work that is somewhat
influenced by textural and harmonic characteristic of the minimalist school, as indicated by the
rhythmic texture, the long segments of static harmony, and the use of more popular-oriented
harmonies. The conveyance of imagery by the title and musical affects could be related to any
number of moments in musical history, although a clear connection to Impressionism could be
drawn. Harmonies, particularly the moments of bitonality, are drawn more from twentieth
century style of writing." 2
Technical Considerations
With a syncopated rhythmic figure being played in the flutes and oboes, they will have
to be able to feel the subdivision of the pattern over a long period of time. Clarinet players will
have to play across the break moving stepwise, while the alto sax and bass clarinet must leap
across the break in several places. The trumpets and low brass play in a reasonable range
throughout the piece. The horns will require an extended range as they must play in unison up
to an E-flat at the top of their staff. The percussion section should have a minimum of four
players to cover the parts listed. The most demanding percussion part is the bell part. The
player must keep an even eighth note pattern while changing notes, but the note patterns
change in both directions. This piece allows the young percussionist to perform on a number of
instruments not typically found in Grade 1 band repertoire. It requires a Rain Stick, Wind
Chimes, Triangle, Suspended Cymbal and the use of three Timpani.

Cummings W., (June 8th, 2006} "Profiles- Walter Cummings".
https://www.grandmesamusic.com
2

Richard Miles, Thomas Dvorak; Teaching Music Through Performance in Band, Beginning
Band. 2001 GIA Publications, Chicago, Illinois. Page 308

Stylistic Considerations
One stylistic consideration the ensemble will have to master is the ability to play legato.
To achieve the raindrop effects the performer must use lighter tonguing accents (Te-Te} instead
of the traditional tonguing (fa-Ta).
The students will have to learn how to control the use of their air flow to accomplish the
correct articulation demands and dynamic effects. This piece uses a wide range of dynamics
from piano to forte with several noted crescendos and diminuendos.
Musical Elements
For the ensemble to have success with this piece they will have to be able to play
concert A-flat Major scale fluently. The melody has an interval as large as a major sixth in
several places throughout the piece. This is going to challenge younger performers to focus on
connecting the notes by using a focused air stream.
The focal point for the ensemble/director is going to be the harmonies played within the
piece. Many of the harmonic relationships are bitonal and are established in the transitions
between sections. The ensemble needs to hear what these harmonic relationships relate to the
music.
The melody is never stated in the same section twice, so each section needs to
understand when they have the melody and when they have the harmony, so the proper
balance can be achieved.

Form and Structure

. 1-8/ Introduction
9-16/ Section A (a)

17-24 Section A (b)

Bb Major

Entrances are layered

Bb Major

Theme is introduced in the
Trumpets and Alto Saxophone.
The piece starts out at a mp
then crescendos to a mf at
measure 17.

· Tonality to Eb Major

First harmonic change (Eb
Major). Melody continues In the
Trumpet and Alto Saxophone.

25-35 Tranition

Tonality to Ab Major.

Percussion only from measures
31-33. Tonality change In
measures 34-35.

36-43 Section B (a)

Tonality of Ab Major

New theme In low woodwinds &
brass. Very legato style of
playing.

44-52 Section B (b)

Tonality of Ab Major

2nd half of new theme in the
woodwinds, has some minor
tonalities. Has a crescendo and
. diminuendo.

53-58 Transition

Tonality on Ab Major

Similar to the Introduction, move
from Ab Major to Bb Major.

The first theme is harmonized in
thirds by the Clarinets,
Trumpets. and Horn. You have a ·
counter melody in the Tenor Sax
and Trombones that is similar to
measure 36.

67-82 Section A (b}

Tonality to Bb to Eb Major

· Theme is expanded by 8
measures beginning at measure
75, tonality moves to Eb Major.
In measures 79-82, it cadences
back to Bb Major.

83-88 Coda

Tonality back to Bb Major

Melody in the Flutes,
countermelody in the Clarinets,
then Trumpets are added.
Diminuendo and fermata in the
last measure.

Suggested Listening

Anthony lnnaccone, After a Gentle Rain; North Texas Wind Symphony & Keystone Wind
Ensemble; GIA Publications
Walker Cummings, Song for the Winter Moon; University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Windensemble; GIA Publications
Bob Margolis, Stars Asleep, Austin Symphonic Band, Mark Records

Additional References and Resources

Connor M. J, (January 15th, 2018) Everything Band: Episode 43- Walter Cummings.
http://www.markiconnor.com/ed-podcast/everything-band-episode-43-Walter-Cummings
Cummings W., (June 8th, 2006) "Profiles- Walter Cummings".
https://www.grandmesamusic.com
Richard Miles, Thomas Dvorak; Teaching Music Through Performance in Band, Beginning
Band. 2001 GIA Publications, Chicago, Illinois.

For the New Day Arisen by Steven Barton

Composer Biography
Steven Barton has taught Symphonic Band, Concert Band, Marching Band, Jazz Band,
Percussion, Music Theory, and String Orchestra. He holds degrees from Indiana University of
Pennsylvania and Virginia Commonwealth University. He has taught in several states
throughout the US and is currently teaching at Salem Church Middle School and Lloyd C. Bird
High School in Chesterfield County, Virginia.
Barton has composed several works for band ranging in difficulty, Apo/ogue (1991 ),
Freedom and Dominion (1992), Cradlesong (1994), Cathedrals (1995), all published by Daehn
Publishing, Ebenezer Variants (2000), Hill Country Flourishes (2001 ), and Fanfare and
Celebration, these works are published by Per-Mus Publishing. 1
Composition overview
For the New Day Arisen premiered on October 26th, 1997, under the direction of
Pamela Baron. The piece was composed for the dedication of the new George Washington
Carver Middle School in Chesterfield, Virginia. The title refers to the rebirth of an aging school
as a new and more modern facility is opened.
The piece is in a traditional ABA form. The first A section opens with a fanfare in the
upper woodwind in 6/8 time. The B section starts at letter C with a 2/4 percussion interlude
and transition back to 6/8 for the recapitulation. A minimum of seven percussionists are
required to cover all the percussion parts listed in the score and to obtain the composers
desired effect.
Historical Perspective
As Barton states in his analysis of this piece in Teaching Music through Performance in
Band: "Fanfares began as short works for military purposes, such as signals, announcements,
and ceremonies. Originally intended for brass instruments, the motives tended to utilize the
notes of the natural partials. This stylistic tendency has been carried forward to modern
fanfares, which are also short works that prominently feature brass and percussion
instruments. Contemporary composers take full advantage of the modern chromatic
capabilities of brass instruments while adding the increased ranges and colors of the
woodwinds." 2
Technical Considerations
Barton suggests that the conductor should not exceed the posted tempo markings of
108-120 8PM to the dotted-quarter. He also suggests that eighth notes must be played
staccato, while quarter notes and longer values should be performed at full value. The
beginning and the recapitulation should be aggressively played for the maximum contrast in
the legato section at letter C.
For A New Day Arisen begins and ends in 6/8, alternating between a "2" feel and 3/4
hemiola. These tempos, when entering and leaving the duple-and triple-meter section, should
remain identical. Barton also suggests that the Meno mosso begins abruptly at the pick-up to
letter K. This tempo should be no slower than 96 BPM to the dotted-quarter.

1Barton,

Steven, "Composers-Steven Barton".
http://c-alanpublications.com/brands/Barton%2C-Steven-%28b.-1954%29.html

2

Richard Miles; Teaching Music Through Performance in Band, Volume 5. 2004 GIA
Publications, Chicago, Illinois. Page 162

Listed below are the instrument ranges for parts that have expanded ranges in their
parts: written high C in the Clarinet I, written high G in the Trumpet 1, high E-flat in the F Horn,
high F in the Trombone I, and D-flat in the staff for the Tuba. Three timpani are required to
perform the piece, but four are recommended.

Stylistic Considerations
All the players of the ensemble must demonstrate and understanding of both marcato
and legato styles.
Dynamics should be carefully followed throughout the piece. For the percussion soli
between letters E and H, the dynamics should be slightly higher degree of sound for to
accomplish the desired effect.
Barton makes several suggestions in the program notes on how some of the percussion
instruments should be played and arranged on stage to get a desired affect for the
performance. For example: The chime part at the beginning and again and at letter H may be
doubled on the Bells. He also suggests that the chimes should be placed on the opposite side
of the band and doubled by the Xylophone to produce an antiphonal effect

Musical Elements
Melody
This work is based of two different melodies. Theme A is the first melody stated in
measure three and Theme B beginnings in measure 43. "For the New Day Arisen" requires two
different styles of playing. The first melody is a very marcato, and the second is very legato.
Harmony
The piece is written in B-flat Major with the middle section in E-flat Major. Barton does
suggest mode mixtures at various points throughout this piece. Barton includes the presence
of A-flat, D-flat, and concert B after Letter D. Players will need to be careful of the A-natural/Aflat accidentals that occur throughout the piece.
Rhythm
In the opening statement by the woodwinds, rhythmic balance is the key to performing
this section correctly. The conductor will want to play close attention to the ostinato rhythms
and the quarter note hemiola in the 2nd clarinet part and the chimes. Barton suggests having
the snare drum lightly play continuous eighth notes in 6/8 to reinforce the triple subdivision
while the other instrument groups play. He also suggests, that on the Bass Drum part, the
sixteenth note exchange in measure 104 will require two mallets. To achieve rhythmic clarity in
the Tambourine part, he also suggests using a closed flat fist for the loud accepted notes and
fingertips of the soft sections. (A Tambourine with a head is required to perform this piece.) 3

3Barton, Steven. For the New Day Arisen {Concert Band}; P.O. Box 680, Oskaloosa, IA 52577,
C.L. Barnhouse Company.

Timbre
In the introduction, the 1st Clarinets are playing in the upper tessitura of the instrument.
Barton suggests the clarinets should strive to perform with a dark tone found in the chalumeau
registers. Another instrument that could present some challenges with timbre is the Trumpet 1
part. When the straight mute is being used, the conductor will want to be aware of the change
in balance, timbre and intonation issues with this section.

Form and Structure

Statement in the upper
woodwinds and percussion
3·19ThemeA

Bb Major

Melody in the introduced by the
Hom and Alto Saxophone, and
later picked up by the Trumpets.•
Trombones and Euphoniums
play a hannonic reinforcement.

20-34 Theme A

Bb Major

Alto Sax, Hom, and Trumpet
state the melody with the Low
Brass and Low Reeds echoing.

35-42 Theme B

· Starts In Bb Major, Ab Major
accidentals move it Eb Major

Theme starts in the Tuba, Bass
Clarinet, and Bari Sax

43-58

Eb Major

Tuba, Bass Clarinet, and Bari
Sax continue with the melody,
Clarinets enter with counter
melody. Trumpet, Flute and
· Oboe join the countermelody at
measure 53. Trumpets put in
straight mutes at 53.

· 59-76

. Eb Major

Theme In Flutes, Oboe,
Clarinets, Alto Sax, Bari Sax,
Horn, Tuba. Harmonic
reinforcement In Tenor Sax,
Trombones and Euphoniums.
Percussion interlude In 2/4

· 77-90

Percussion interlude continues,
Trumpet states theme A melody
and horn echoes•

91-106

107-138 Theme A

. Return to Bb Major

Recapitulation of Theme A;
Trumpet 1 and Trombones echo
opening motive.

· BrieffUgal statement of the
opening motive, Meno mosso at
measure 147, ensemble playing
unison rhythms, brief tonality
returns to Eb Major, A Tempo at
measure 152 with a harmonic
change returning to Bb Major.

Suggested Listening
Stamp, Jack: Gavorkna Fanfare; North Texas Wind Symphony: Composer Collection: Jack
Stamp; GIA Publications
Williams,Ralph Vaughan: Flourish for Wind Band; North Texas Wind Symphony: Composers
Collection: Ralph Vaughn Williams; GIA Publications
Barton, Steven: Hill Country Flourishes; North Texas Wind Symphony: Teaching Music Through
Performance, Vol. 9, GIA Publications
Copland, Aaron: Fanfare for the Common Man; Minnesota Orchestra: Copland 100, Reference
Recordings

Additional References and Resources
Barton, Steven. For the New Day Arisen {Concert Band}; P.O. Box 680, Oskaloosa, !A 52577,
C.L. Barnhouse Company.
Barton, Steven. Hill County Flourishes" {Concert Band}; P.O. Box 680, Oskaloosa, IA 52577,
C.L. Barnhouse Company.
Barton, Steven, "Composers-Steven Barton".
http://c-alanpublications.com/brands/Barton%2C-Steven-%28b.-1954%29.html
Richard Miles; Teaching Music Through Performance in Band, Vol. 5. 2004 GIA Publication,
Chicago, Illinois.

Greek Folk Song Suite by Franco Cesarini

Composer Biography
Franco Cesarini (b. April 18th,1961) is a Swiss composer, flutist, conductor, and music
educator. Cesarini began his studies at the Giuseppe Verdi Conservatory of Milan in Italy where
he studied flute and piano. He later completed his musical training at the Basel Conservatoire
where he studied with Peter-Lukas Graf (flute), Robert Suter (music theory), Jacques
Wildberger (theory & composition), and Felix Hauswith (wind band directorate). Cesarini holds
degrees in music education and concert performance. He has won several competitions as a
soloist and chamber musician, with his most famous being First Prize in the National
Composition of Musical Interpretation in Switzerland of 1981. From 1989-2006, he was
Professor of Brass Band Directorate at the Zurich University of the Arts. In 2001, he was
appointed to the Consevarorio della Svizzera ltaliana in Lugano, where he was active as
Professor of Brass Bands Directorate and Music Theory. He accepted a position in 2001 at
Southeast Missouri State University, Cape Giradeau, Missouri as a Composer-in Residence. 1
Composition Overview
Greek Folk Song Suite is a three-movement work that are based off of Greek traditions.
The first movement, 0 Haralambis, is in 7/8 time, and is based off a popular folk dance called
Ka/amatianos. These songs where sung at weddings to "tease" young men who refuse to
marry. In the middle section of this movement, the theme is based off another folk song called /
Voskopu/a, a Greek poem. The second movement is titled Stu Psiloriti, and refers to an ancient
song form the Island of Crete. The final movement is based on the song Vasi/ikos that Gino, a
very ancient song of the lpeiros region. 2
Historical Perspective
The most common instruments you would see in Greek Folk Music are the clarinet,
mandolin, the violin, various types of tambourines, and the characteristic "buzuki", a long
necked plucked lute from Greece. Greek music is based off the main types of songs: traditional
folk songs (dimotiko), folksongs from the immigrants (repetiko), and songs from contemporary
composers.

Walker homeschool blog, "Franco Cesarini and his Greek Folk Song Suite", February 14, 2017
https://walkerhomeschoolblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/14/Franco-Cesarini-and-his-Greekfolk-song-suite/
2

Martin, Robert, "Franco Cesarini"

https://www.edrmartin.com/en/bio-Franco-Cesarini-2234/

Technical Considerations
The range, key, and rhythms of this piece stay within the limits of a Grade Ill piece. The
key of the each movement is the following: first movement, A-flat Major; second movement. d
minor, and the third movement alternates between g minor and B-Flat Major. The first
movement is performed in 7/8 time, with the rhythmic sub-division 3+2+2, and the compound
part of the meter always happening on count one. Time should be spent teaching the
accompaniment line that consists of dotted-quarter notes. This will help emphasize the
importance of the dotted-quarter rhythm. A strong percussionist will be needed to perform the
eighth note rhythmic pattern in the Guiro part. This will help keep the ensemble together when
performing the first movement.
Stylistic Considerations
The rhythmic feel of the 7/8 in the First Movement is the most important aspect of the
piece. The players need to emphasize the space between the notes, with the eighth note
driving to the downbeat of each measure. Another area of preparation for the first movement
would be the doubling of the melodic and harmonic lines, these need to be balanced so that
the textural issues of the ensemble are not lost. Within the first movement, the affect/emotion
the composer seeks to convey relies on appropriate expression of the dynamic contrast
indicated in the score. The last consideration for the first movement would be the difference
between Staccato and Marcato markings in the harmony. These articulations need to match
the Staccato and Marcato markings being played in the melodic line. As melodic material is
shared among the various sections, it is important that the different instrument families present
a unified interpretation. (Example: the lower brass and woodwinds will need to match the
Marcato style playing of the upper brass and woodwinds}. The challenge of the second
movement is playing the melodic lines throughout. The dance sections of the third movement
are more convincing if the downbeat of each measure is over exaggerated or even "felt in one";
the more traditional sounding sections need to be played with a light separation of the eighth
notes.

Musical Elements
This first and third movements present several challenges for the ensemble. The first
challenge would be getting the proper balance for the ensemble. With the doubling of the
melodic line and the dotted quarter note rhythms, balance and textural issues may require
special attention. Depending on the size of the ensemble, the director will need to make
adjustments of individual dynamic markings, so the tone color of certain instruments in key
sections is not lost. Finally, if the dynamics are overall too loud, this will take away the effect
the composer was trying to create.
In the second movement, all sections of the ensemble will need to play legato or in the
"Lentamente" style to create the proper effect.
The third movement has many great opportunities to create musical experience for the
audience. Keeping a soft dynamic texture and a moderate tempo in the first 32 measures help
the transitions and the accelerando sections later on In this movement.

Form and Structure

Opening

Starts with an anacrusis in the
upper woodwind and trumpet
section.

1-10

Theme A

11-19

ThemeB

Allegro Motto, quarter note
equals 152. Starts in the Key of
Ab Major. Melody in the upper
woodwinds & trumpets. This is a
repeated section with the 1st
ending at measure 9.
Stated in the woodwind and
horns then is added in the
. trumpet section in measures
14-16. This sections is repeated
with the 1st ending in measure

18.
20-27

Theme A

28-43

Theme Ct

Modulates to F Major. Melody
starts with Oboe solo, then
flutes and piccolo are added 4
. measures later. Cornets 1 & 2
are required to use a straight
mute in this section. Wood
Block is playing the melodic line
rhythmically.

44-51

ThemeC2

Melody has moved to the 1st
Clarinet and 1st Flute. The
drone has moved to the
Trombones, and the horns are
now playing a descending
. chromatic line. The tonality of
this sections remains in F Major.

52-59

Theme Ci

Melody returns tot he Oboe and
Flutes, with the drone back in
the horns.

60-83

Theme A

Tonality returns to A Flat Major
with the melody returning to the
upper woodwinds & trumpets,
with the horns echoing the
melody throughout this last
section.

Theme A is restated in the upper
woodwinds and trumpet
section.

1-4

Introduction

Flute has the melody with the
vibraphone and tam-tam
sustain.

5-11

ThemeB

Oboe has melody, clarinets have
counterme!ody, this sections is
repeated.

12-17

Theme A 1

Flute, oboe, clarinet, trumpet
have melody, the full ensemble
has accompaniment.

18-24

Transition

Melody is exchanged between
the upper woodwinds and
trumpet. You can hear a little bit
of Theme A.

25-35

· Coda

Statements of Theme A getting
softer in the Flute, the trumpet,
euphonium and bassoon are
playing the drone.

Movement Ill: "Vasilikos fua
jino11

1-32

Theme A

Section repeats with the theme
in the trumpets, and the
woodwinds answer.

33-42

Transition

Full ensemble plays the
transition to the acceleration,
theme in the upper woodwinds
and trumpet.

43-74

Theme B

Repeated eight note them in the
flutes, oboe, clarinets, and alto
sax, this section gradually
accelerates and continuing after
!he subito piano.

75-106

Theme A

Theme A is in the oboe, clarinet,
2nd phrase in alto saxes.

107-116

Transition

Sarne as measures 33-42

117-144

· Theme B

Sarne as measures 43-58

145-167

Coda

Augmented Theme A and end of
acceleration theme, acceleration ·
continues to the end.

Suggested Listening
Williams, Ralph Vaughan: English Folk Song Suite; Eastman Wind Ensemble: British Band
Classics; Heritage Records
Tatebe, Tomohiro: Suite on Celtic Folk Songs; North Texas Wind Symphony: Teaching Music
Through Performance, Vol 5; GIA Publications
Erickson, Frank: Norwegian Folk Song Suite; North Texas Wind Symphony: Teaching Music
Through Performance, Vol 5; GIA Publications
Holst, Gustav: Second Suite in F; Eastman Wind Ensemble: British Band Classics; Heritage
Records

Additional References and Resources
Cesarini F. (2002), Greek Folk Song Suite {Concert Band}; P.O. Box 60, CH-6332 Hagendorn
Switzerland, Mitropa Music
Blocher, Larry;Ray Gramer, Eugene Corporon, Tim Lautzenheiser, Edward S. Lisk, Richard
Miles Teaching Music Through Performance in Band, vol 5 , 2004 GIA Publications, Chicago,
Illinois.
Martin, Robert, "Franco Cesarini"
https://www.edrmartin.com/en/bio-Franco-Gesarini-2234/
Walker homeschool blog, "Franco Cesarini and his Greek Folk Song Suite", February 14, 2017
https://walkerhomeschoolblog.wordpress.com/2017/02/14/Franco-Gesarini-and-his-Greekfolk-song-suite/
Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia "Franco Gesarlni" (accessed November 7th, 2018)
https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Franco Cesarini

Serenade in c minor (First Movement: Allegro)
Composer Biography
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, (born January 27, 1756, Salzburg-died December 5, 1791,
Vienna) Mozart was trained by his father Leopold Mozart, a successful composer, violinist, and
assistant concert master at the Salzburg court. Over the years he aligned himself with many
European patrons to support himself and his family. He also performed at many venues
throughout Europe. Although he successfully composed for many different forms and
mediums, Mozart is best reminder for of his symphonies, masses, chamber music, sonatas,
concertos and operas. 1
Composition Overview
This is a four-movement work and the total performance time is twenty-four minutes in
length. The structure of this work is similar to symphonies and orchestral serenades of this time
period. Movement 1 is marked with Allegro in the key of c minor and follows the tradition
Allegro Form.

Historical Perspective
This work was commissioned in 1782 by Prince Liechtenstein who wanted music for
entertainment purposes. At the time of the composition, Mozart returned to Salzburg and
secured a job as Konzertmeister writing for orchestra. He was not this position for very long
because he did not have the freedom too compose music he be een promised. Serenade inc
minor is unique for this time period because wind instruments were in their infancy and their
was not an abundance of repertoire written for this kind of ensemble.
Technical Considerations
This was written for a small chamber group: 2 oboes {Ranges: Oboe I, C below the staff
to D above the staff; Oboe 11, C below the staff to B-flat above the staff), 2 Clarinets {Ranges:
Clarinet I, G below the staff to B above the staff; Clarinet 11, G below the staff to top line F),
2 Horns {Ranges: Horn I, G below the staff to A above the staff, Horn 11, G below the staff to
top line F), and 2 Bassoons (Ranges: Bassoon I, low F to G above the staff, Bassoon II, C
below the staff to E above the staff). Each part requires a high degree of technical proficiency
from the members of the ensemble.

Stylistic Considerations
This work uses the total centers of c minor, Eb Major, and C Major. Instrumentalists will
need to focus on the dynamic shaping of the melodic line in each section. In the firstmovement the players will need to focus of the alternating legato and staccato phrases.

1Naxos; Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus/Biography
Https:www.naxos.com/person/Wolfgang Amadeus_Mozart/15934.htm

Musical Elements
The oboe is the solo voice in the first movement. The oboe should never support the
other parts of the ensemble unless it is playing the same rhythm and filling in harmony. The
clarinet provides a softer ornamental soloist phrase which gives contrast to the oboe solo.
Later in the development, the clarinets take over the melodic line supported by the bassoons
and then answered by the oboe. Primarily, the bassoons act as the pulse and help maintain
rhythmic integrity. The bassoons do trade the pulse with the horns, clarinets and the second
oboe. The horns roll is to support the melodic line, fill out the harmony and add to the pulse
when present.

Form and Structure
A. Exposition (Cut Time)
Section (measures)

Form

M. 1-9

Primary Theme (A) (c minor)

Clarinets

M.10-21

Primary Theme (B) (c minor)

Oboes

M. 22-27

Primary Theme (A) (c minor)

Every one expect bassoons

M. 28-41

Transition

Bassoon I

M. 42-52

2nd Theme (a twice) (Eb Major)

Oboe I

M. 54-65

2nd Theme (b twice) (Eb Major)

Oboe I, Horn I

M. 66-81

Closing Theme A ( Eb Major)

Oboe I, Clarinet I

·M.82-94

Closing Theme B (Eb Major)

Oboe I, Clarinet I & II

M. 95-107

Primary Theme A

Clarinet I

M. 108-121

Primary Theme B

Oboe I

M. 122-129

Primary Theme B

All

M. 130-138

Primary Theme A (C Major)

Oboe I

M. 139-150

Primary Theme B (C Major)

Oboe I & II

M. 151-158

Primary Theme A (C Major)

Bassoon I & JI

M. 159-176

Transition (extended)

Oboe I

M. 177-189

2nd Theme (a twice) (C Major)

Oboe I

M. 190-200

2nd Theme ( b twice) (C Major)

Oboe I & Clarinet I

Event and Scoring

B. Development

A. Recapitulation

M. 217-End

Closing Theme B (c minor)

Oboe I

Suggested Listening
Mozart. Wolfgang Amadeus; Oslo Kammerakademi: Mozart for woodwind Octet;
LAWO Classics
Mozart. Wolfgang Amadeus; Divertimento: Mozart, K251 Woodwind Quartet; Capricco Lable,
Camerata Salzburg ensemble
Beethoven, Ludwig Van; Octet for Woodwinds, Opus 103; Opus Arte Lable; New Japan
Philharmonic Orchestra

Additional References and Resources

Arkiv Music; Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart/Biography

http://www,arkivmusic.com/classical/Name/Wolfgang-Amade11s-Mozart/Composer/8429-1
Kassel, Barenreiter, W.A. Mozart Serenade in

c minor KV 388(384a} urtext score.

Luann. Peter. "Serenade" The Oxford Companion to Music.Ed. Alison Latham. Oxford Music
Online.2018

HTTP://www.oxfordmusiconline/subscriber/article/our/t114/e6099
Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus/Biography

HTTP:/www,biograpgy.com/people/Wolfgang-Mozart-9417115
Mozart. Wolfgang Amadeus/Biography
Https:www.naxos.com/person/Wolfgang Amadeus_Mozart/15934.htm

Song for the Winter Moon by Walter Cummings
Composer Biography
Cummings has taught instrumental music at the college, high school, and middle
school levels in Mississippi, New Hampshire, and Colorado, and is the owner of Grand Mesa
Music. He holds degrees in Bachelor of Music Education and a Master of Music in Conducting
from the University of Southern Mississippi. He earned his Masters in Music Education from
the University of Colorado, and his Doctor of Arts in Conducting from the University of
Northern Colorado. He has won composition prizes from the Colorado Music Educators
Association Band Composition Contest, as well as ten ASCAP Awards for excellence in serious
music composition. 1
Composition Overview
Composed in 1998, Cummings got his inspiration for this piece by observing a large
December moon during an evening walk. As a member of the Sierra Club, Cummings often
gets his influences to compose music from nature. This piece is just under three-minutes in
length and was written for a younger ensemble (Grade 1+). This piece allows every section of
the ensemble to play the melodic line at least one time during the performance.
Historical Perspective
This piece is considered "post-modern" but includes many different elements and
styles. Elements of folk music, modem harmonies and medieval modes are represented
throughout the texture of the composition and allows Cummings to create and individual style
for the work that is new, yet familiar.
Technical Considerations
Students will have to be able to perform concert E-flat and B-flat scales proficiently.
The most sub-division rhythms are dotted-quarter/eighth note figures in the Trumpet, Clarinet,
and Alto Sax parts. There are five measure phrases requiring legato articulation which presents
an appropriate challenge at this grade level for the ensemble. The Alto Sax part will require
strong player(s) because of the independent line played throughout the piece. Students should
know and understand the following terms: ritardando, fermata, divisi, and understand what a
breath mark represents.
Stylistic Considerations
Song for the Winter Moon offers the opportunity to teach and discuss serval terms and
characteristics about playing in the legato style. The students learn the difference between
tenuto, legato, and slurred articulations. Another area in which the ensemble will need to focus
is that of tempo. The performers will need to understand how Andante and Piu mosso function
in the framework of tempo. The last stylistic area to consider teaching is how the use of
dynamics needs to reinforce how the melody and countermelody should be shaped.

1

Cummings W., (June 8th, 2006) "Profiles- Walter Cummings".

https://www.grandmesamusic.com

Musical Elements
Melody
When performing this piece, the conductor should follow the dynamic markings that are
indicated in the score, but should reserve the right to make adjustments to the ensemble to
make sure the proper balance is captured within each section of the piece. An example of this
would be measures 18 through 20.
Example 1:

Song For The Winter Moon

f

f

The piece revolves around the Dorian mode, and offers a great opportunity to discuss what the
modes are, how they are constructed, how these modes influence composers of the 2oth
Century, and their relationship with major scales.

Harmony
With the use of polychords in "Song for the Winter Moon", this would be an opportunity
to discuss triads and how these chords effect the way music can sound. An example of this is
at measure 9 in the trumpets, they enter on the ninth with the low winds playing an original
triad. This would also be a place to demonstrate the difference between a ninth and a second,
and how this changes the sound of the chord.
Example 2:
Measuer 9, Song for The Winter Moon
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Rhythm:
The most difficult rhythm is found in measure 6 in the clarinet, Alto Sax, and Percussion
2 parts. With the entrance entering on the upbeat of one, this gives an opportunity to discuss
syncopated rhythms that do not create stress across the measure like a true syncopated
rhythm would. The eighth note lines provide the pulse throughout the piece and offers a
discussion on how the subdivision can provide rhythmic security.
Timbre:
The way the piece is orchestrated provides contrast between full ensemble moments
and chamber like groups. This piece also lets the students discover the different timbres
created by the composer by the combination of instruments that play together. An example of
this can be seen in measure 9 where the clarinets and horns play the melody together. (See
example 2 under Harmony.)

Form and Structure

1-8 Introduction
9-25 Section A

Motives are passed to each
section of the band.
F Dorian

25-30 Transition I

Trumpet introduces the melody
with the answer of the
countermelody divided in the
Clarinets and Alto Saxophones.
Alto Sax and Hom carry the
. melody line with an
augmentation being played in
the clarinets. Transition takes
place in the Clarinet line in
measure 21 and the motives
· from the introduction sets up a
modal modulation into the B
section.

31-43 Section B

Eb Major

Upper woodwinds and Alto
Saxes introduce the melodic line
in Eb- Major. Low winds have a
rhythmically augmented melody
line. The final melodic statement
is in the Trumpet and clarinet
parts.

44-46

Modal modulation to Bb major

Transition II

47-58

Bb Major

Trumpet and Horns have the
melody. Alto Sax, and Clarinet
· have harmony, with Flute and
Oboe restating the theme frorn
the introduction.

59-65 Coda

Bb Major

Melody for the introduction is
restated along with the primary
melody.

Suggested Listening

Sweeney, Michael; Ancient Voices: North Texas Wind Symphony; Teaching Music Through
Performance, Vol 1; GIA Publications
Nelson.Rob; Medieval Suite: North Texas Wind Symphony; Homage, GIA Publications
Cummings.Walter; A Quiet Rain: North Texas Wind Symphony: Teaching Music Through
Performance, Beginning Band; GIA Publications
Cummings, Walter; Balinese Game/an: Rutger Symphonic Band: Distinguished Music for
Developing Band, Vol 2; Mark Recordings

Additional References and Resources

Connor M. J, (January 15th, 2018) Everything Band: Episode 43- Walter Cummings.
http://www.markiconnor.com/ed-podcast/everything-band-episode-43-Walter-Cummings
Cummings, Walter. Sing for the Winter Moon {Concert Band}; P.O. Box 2356, Grand Junction,
CO 81502, Grand Mesa Music Publishers.
Cummings W., (June 8th, 2006) "Profiles- Walter Cummings".
https://www.grandmesamusic.com
Richard Miles, Thomas Dvorak: Teaching Music Through Performance in Band, Beginning
Band. 2001 GIA Publications, Chicago, Illinois.
Rhodes, Tom C., Donald Bierschenk and Tim Lautzenheiser: Essential Elements: A
Comprehensive Band Method. Milwaukee, WI: Hal Leonard Publishing Corporation, 1991.

